Automatic recognition of white blood cells in hematological can be divided into four major parts: preprocessing, image segmentation, feature extraction and classification. Due to the multifarious nature of these cells and uncertainty in the hematological images, segmentation of white blood cells is one of the most important stages in this process. A scrupulous segmentation obviously reduces errors of next stages. In this paper, we introduce a novel method based on Gram-Schmidt process and parametric deformable models for segmenting the nucleus and cytoplasm. Also, we propose a new preprocessing method for improving the results of cytoplasm segmentation. Moreover, for finding the initial contour for parametric deformable model, an automatic scheme is defined. Experimental results show that our proposed method is capable of segmenting the white blood cells in the hematological images. To evaluate the proposed algorithm quantitatively, we compare its results with the manual segmentations by a hematologist. This study shows robustness of the proposed method. Another feature of the proposed method is that it is simple to implement.
Introduction
Automatic recognition of white blood cells in hematological images usually consists of four major steps: preprocessing, image segmentation, feature extraction, and classification. The segmentation step is crucial because the accuracy of the subsequent feature extraction and classification steps depends on the correct segmentation of the white blood cells. It is also a difficult and challenging problem due to the complex nature of these cells and uncertainty in the hematological images [1] . Therefore, this step is the most challenging in many applications and improvement of nucleus and cytoplasm segmentation is the most widespread effort in many researches.
The most common segmentation methods use edge detection [2] based on HSI model of a color image. In [3] - [5] , they segment the nucleus and cytoplasm based on selecting color features and thresholding of the histogram. In another method [6] , initial classification is done by the Bayes classifier on the feature vectors extracted from the RGB intensities and final segmentation of nucleus is obtained by the C-means fuzzy clustering method.
In most of the hematological images analyzed for recognition of white blood cell types, the color of nuclei is often violet with different intensities and saturation levels. Also, by changing the blood samples, the variations of intensities and saturations are increased; especially, when these images are acquired by different cameras and microscopes. Therefore, methods based on thresholding, HSI model and other methods that directly use color features are not capable of segmenting the nuclei accurately. Furthermore, cytoplasm of many types of white blood cells is colorless and their edges are barely invisible. Therefore, cytoplasm also cannot be segmented by these methods.
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For segmenting the white blood cells, multi-spectral imaging technique is a new method introduced in [7] . Results from this paper show that the method is very efficient for this purpose. But, execution of such system is very cost-consuming and it is not easy for making prevalent in all laboratories. Besides the mentioned methods, region growing [8] and watershed methods [9] are used for this purpose. Finally, an unsupervised GVF snake approach is utilized in [10] . For initializing the snake boundary, an appropriate threshold is selected based on the image histogram for finding the approximate region of nucleus. Then, a boundary near the boundary of nucleus is selected after morphological operations as the initial boundary for snake. This method is very efficient for this purpose. However, the resulting boundary may not always be suitable as the initial boundary. This is due to the fact that some white blood cells have multiple separated nuclei that are named polymorphonuclears [11] . Thus, multiple boundaries are obtained for a white blood cell which is not reasonable. In this paper, two methods are introduced based on Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization [12] and parametric deformable models [13] for segmentation of nucleus and cytoplasm of white blood cells. Before segmenting the cytoplasm, a preprocessing step is applied for improving the results. Also, the initial contour for the parametric deformable model is obtained automatically by an algorithm which depends on the number of separate parts of nucleus in a white blood cell. For validation, results of our proposed method are compared with manual segmentation by an expert. Experimental results demonstrate that this method is very efficient for the segmentation of nucleus and cytoplasm of different white blood cells.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will introduce segmentation of nucleus based on Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. In Section 3, preprocessing and finding the initial boundary is discussed. Parametric deformable model is the title of the next section. Experimental Results are outlined in Section 5. Finally, Paper is concluded in Section 6.
Segmentation of Nucleus Based on Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization
To apply Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization [12] for the segmentation of nucleus of white blood cells, a 3-D feature vector is defined for each pixel using the RGB components of the images. Then, according to the Gram-Schmidt method, a weighting vector w is calculated for amplifying the desired color vectors and weakening the undesired color vectors. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , the inner product of the weighting vector and the pixel vectors defined from the original image produce a composite image which has maximum intensity in regions with violet color and minimum intensity in other regions.
Next, by choosing an appropriate threshold based on the histogram information, we segment the image. The resulting segmentation is noisy and contains both of nucleus areas and platelets. Because these platelets are smaller than the nuclei of the white blood cells, by removing small components, the nuclei are segmented. As mentioned in the introduction, the color of nuclei is violet with different intensities and saturation levels. Also, by changing the blood samples, the variations of intensity and saturation may increase. Due to this large variation of color, three different weighting vectors are calculated for the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. For each vector, an image which is similar to Fig. 2(b) is obtained and an appropriate threshold is calculated for each image. These thresholds are computed based on weighted mean and maximum of their histograms. Finally, after thresholding and removing small (fine) components, we apply the logical "AND" operation to the results. Fig. 3 shows a flow chart for our proposed scheme.
Preprocessing and Finding the Initial Boundary
Since the nucleus zone is found in the previous stage, each white blood cell image is cropped using a window with an appropriate size centered at each nucleus. Due to high accumulation of the red blood cells, they may touch the cytoplasms of the white blood cells. Thus, the boundary between the cytoplasms and the red blood cells may not be distinguished when the color image is changed into gray-scale. So, we first enhance the image by color histogram equalization. Next, the enhanced image is transferred into the Hue-Saturation-Intensity (HSI) space. The final image is obtained by extracting the saturation plate from the HSI image. Based on this idea, we have a gray-scale image that has good discrimination between the boundaries of cytoplasm and red blood cells. Then, the image is smoothed by a Gaussian kernel to eliminate the holes and roughness from the cytoplasm (Fig. 4) .
For finding a boundary as the initial contour for snake, the morphological dilation operation is applied on the binary nucleus image. The structuring element for the dilation operation is a square with adaptive size based on the size of the nucleus. In the next step, we determine the number of separate parts of the nucleus. If there is one zone, the convex boundary of this zone is selected as the initial contour. Otherwise, a circle with adaptive radius based on the size of nucleus is chosen. Using this algorithm, we define an initial boundary for any kind of white blood cells (Fig. 5) . 
Parametric Deformable Models
Parametric deformable models or snakes are energy-minimizing splines guided by the internal constraint forces and influenced by the image forces that pull it towards distinct features (e.g., lines and edges). It was first proposed by Kass et al in 1987 [13] . The snake algorithm is an iterative process used for the segmentation of objects whose edges are not well-defined. By taking into account the quantitative energy values for each of the points that make up the snake, the algorithm seeks to find the position of the various snake points that minimize the overall energy of the snake. The energy function for the snake defined by Kass et al is represented by a vector, v(s) = (x(s), y(s)) having arc length, s, as parameter:
where int E represents the internal energy of the snake due to bending or discontinuities and ext E is the image forces. The image forces can be due to various events, such as lines, edges, and terminations [14] . The algorithm starts an iterative process from the initial set of points defined in the previous step. The parameters of this algorithm were set as: α =2, β = 5, γ =0.7, and ρ =0.4. The snake algorithm ends when the no snake points are moved to new positions for four consecutive iterations. 
Experimental Results and Discussion
The proposed method was tested on approximately 251 blood smear slide images acquired by light microscope from stained peripheral blood using the Digital Camera-Sony-Model No. SSC-DC50AP with magnification of 100. The resolution of the images is 720*576 pixels. The digital images were classified by a hematologist into the normal leukocytes: basophil, eosinophil, lymphocyte, monocyte, and neutrophil. Also, areas related to the nuclei were manually distinguished by an expert.
The automatic segmentation results were quantitatively evaluated using the manual segmentation results using the similarity measure given in Eq. (2). Table 1 presents the similarity measures for the segmentation of each type of white blood cells. The average values are computed using weighted averaging based on the ratio of the areas of the nucleus and the cytoplasm. According to Table 1 , the result of nucleus segmentation for the lymphocyte class is lower than the other classes. The main reason is that the color of the cytoplasm is very similar to the color of the nucleus in many of the lymphocytes samples. Therefore, the segmentation error for this type of the white blood cell is lager than the others. Due to the inherent nature of the basophiles, their cytoplasm and nuclei appear together (they are not separable). As such, both areas are segmented by the Gram-Schmidt method as nuclei. Hence, we do not have significant values to report for the cytoplasm segmentation. Also, since the vitreous cytoplasm of monocytes is colorless, even the deformable models are unable to find the cytoplasm boundaries accurately. Therefore, exact segmentation of the cytoplasm may be considered as the weakness of the proposed method.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new technique to segment nucleus and cytoplasm of the white blood cells in hematological images. This technique applies orthogonality principles using the Gram Schmidt method and weak boundary segmentation using parametric deformable models. For improving the results, preprocessing and automatic definition of the initial contours are added to the proposed algorithm. While applicable to the segmentation of all types of the white blood cells, the proposed method is easily implementable. 
